Order on line at
www.t-pointlift.com
Turn your truck,
Jeep, SUV or large
utility vehicle into a
real workhorse!
T-Point Lift
Specification and
Standard Features:

T-Point Lift

tm

US Patent Pending

THREE POINT HITCH
FOR YOUR VEHICLE, UTV OR
ATV

Slides into any standard 2-inch
receiver with solid 2 inch receiver
mount
Designed for category 1 tractor
implements. Light weight Cat 0
implements can also be used. Fully
Adjustable
Can be installed on Pickup trucks,
SUVs, larger utility vehicles and ATVs
Integrated 12V Hydraulic system that
uses only 3 quarts of fluid with fully
wired remote activated control.

We provide people with
durable and functional
equipment made in the USA
and built to last.
US Patent Pending

Integrated Safety chains
Fully painted heavy wall steel
Has the capability to lift over 2000
LBS* *When installed on Full Size

Pickup, Full size Van or Full size SUV
with frame mounted receiver hitch*

www.t-pointlift.com
By
RANCH SOLUTIONS

Made In Texas
USA
PH# (903) 583-5894
E-mail info@t-pointlift.com

put your
imagination to
work on ways you
can put the TT-point
lift to work.
With pricing a
fraction of the
cost of a reliable
tractor.
www.t-pointlift.com

Ever wonder what the term
“necessity is the mother of
invention” really means. It means,
being able to create something that
is highly useful and possibly take the
place of some other item, which you
may or may not have.

T-Point Suggested Uses:
Put in your wild game feed
plots or any other small
planting or cultivating task
without a tractor. Put a small
disk behind your vehicle and
you can prepare for planting

The T-Point lift
does just that. It adds a three-point
hitch that turns your vehicle into a
tractor like device that is capable of
breaking ground, leveling dirt and
gravel, digging shallow trenches,
plowing snow, and any other task
that would require a small to
midsized tractor. The 3-point design
can utilize most category 1
implements not requiring a PTO.

Add a sub soiler and you can
cut roots while digging small
trenches for wire and or
plumbing.

From prepping your deer and
turkey plot to trail maintenance,
snow plowing, fixing roads and
driveways, the T-Point Lift can
handle it all. There are many other
uses to put the T-point to work, but
you can decide which is best suited
for your applications

Maintain rural roads and
driveways without the use of
heavy equipment, which saves
fuel and money.

Put a T-Point Lift behind a
Jeep or large UTV and you
have a maintenance package
for small trails.

Civilian and Government discounts
available

www.t-pointlift.com

TT--P
Pooiinntt LLiifftt IInnssttaallllaattiioonn
It is very simple to install and
assemble the T-Point Lift.

1. Insert the frame assembly into
your 2-inch receiver, installing the
retaining pin and safety chains.
2. Next, you place the upper lift
arm onto the T-Point Frame with
quick attach pin. Then Install the
lower lift arms at this time with
two small retaining pins.
3. Mount the Hydraulic power
pack to the frame assembly. Then
install the hydraulic cylinder with
two quick attach pins. After
Hydraulic cylinder is installed, the
two adjustable lift links can be
installed between upper lift arm
and lower lift arms.
4. Connect electrical connector to
positive terminal on battery and
place remote control within easy
reach while operating vehicle.
5. Hook up your CAT 1 implements
and put them to use behind your
vehicle or UTV. When it is time to
remove the device, you have two
options. Leave the implement
attached and remove the T-Point
from the receiver fully assembled
or disconnect the 3-Point
implement and then remove the TPoint. It is that simple.

